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Abstract

While most performance judgements are value-relative, in health systems reform it is important to focus on intermediate performance measures like healthcare access, quality of care and efficiency in healthcare on health status of population, the satisfaction of patients, and the degree to which services are made equitable. However, to date these concepts are not well-defined, remain fairly ambiguous and, consequently, are also not well-measured. Therefore, such concepts do not provide sufficient information to inform changes to the health system that may improve population level outcomes related to structural factors. Our paper established an argument and from our viewpoints we provide a more conceptual clarification on how these three intermediate variables may shape assessments in health system performance, while drawing from the Canadian healthcare system performance gaps and placing them as evidence. We found an
immediate need for patient-centred outcome measures in service and clinical quality instead of surrogate outcome measures, need for improved measures on the rate of service utilization such as in terms of service-orientation and patient satisfaction, and a need for more robust approach in measuring allocative efficiency in healthcare to be the key areas of strengthening performance assessments. These intermediate variables can play an important role in Canadian policy and also would have dominant roles in legislative agenda and outcome, which can be both responsive and influential.
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**Riassunto**

Mentre molti giudizi sul rendimento si basano sul valore, nella riforma dei sistemi sanitari è importante focalizzare su misure di performance intermedie come l’accesso all’assistenza sanitaria, la qualità della cura, l’efficienza sanitaria misurata attraverso lo stato di salute della popolazione, la soddisfazione dei pazienti ed il grado con cui i servizi sono equamente distribuiti. Tuttavia, ad oggi questi concetti non sono ben definiti, rimangono piuttosto ambigui e, di conseguenza, non sono ben misurati. Di conseguenza, tali concetti non forniscono un’informazione sufficiente per realizzare quei cambiamenti del sistema sanitario che possano migliorare gli outcome a livello di popolazione relativi ai fattori strutturali. Il nostro lavoro fornisce sull’argomento una delucidazione più concettuale su come queste tre variabili intermedie possano modellare le valutazioni della performance dei sistemi sanitari, mentre descriviamo e mettiamo in evidenza le mancanze di performance del servizio sanitario canadese. Abbiamo scoperto la necessità immediata di misure di outcome relative ai servizi che siano centrate sul paziente e sulla qualità clinica invece di misure surrogate di outcome, inoltre abbiamo la necessità di migliori misure relative al tasso di utilizzo del servizio, in termini di
orientamento al servizio e di soddisfazione del paziente e la necessità di un approccio più robusto misurando l’efficienza allocativa in sanità, aree chiave per rafforzare le valutazioni di performance. Queste variabili intermedie possono giocare un importante ruolo nella politica del Canada ed avrebbero anche un ruolo di primo piano nell’agenda legislativa e degli outcome che potrebbero essere entrambi responsivi ed influenti.

**TAKE HOME MESSAGE:** Healthcare delivery in Canada can be addressed in ways which are policy-informing, and by considering the variations in utilization in healthcare, it is imperative that the policy variable of interest should focus on supply and demand side factors in healthcare, as well as its influence in patients’ characteristics and especially on their healthcare needs.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The pursuit of equity or fairness is a central objective of many health systems and reflects concerns with the distribution of the burden of ill health across the population [1]. In order to ensure the quality of health services, population health has been measured extensively both internationally and regionally [2]. These measures focused on standardized mortality rates, life
expectancy and adjusted for rates of disability in the form of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) [2]. However, even though they are informative, it is somewhat difficult to assess the extent to which variations in health outcomes can be attributed to the health system [3]. Therefore, in order to inform health system responsiveness, it is important that performance measures reflect the role health sector plays in population health outcomes [4]. This requires an understanding of the connection between the health sector in general, and judgements about its performance, and the larger social and economic systems. It is also important to focus on the structural features of the health care system, including variables that are indicators of ‘access’, ‘quality’ and ‘efficiency’, which are referred to as ‘intermediate performance measures’ [3]. Such characteristics of the system help to understand the level of service delivery performance on health system goals. However, to date these concepts are not well-defined, remain fairly ambiguous and, consequently, are also not well-measured. Therefore, such concepts do not provide sufficient information to inform changes to the health system that may improve population level outcomes related to structural factors [3]. Further, it is important to learn about these concepts relevant to better measures in health system performance. In this viewpoint, this paper argues and provides some conceptual clarification on the terms of healthcare access, quality of care and healthcare efficiency that might guide the development of measures, or mapping of existing indicators or measures, in healthcare performance for equitable care while giving emphasis on the gaps as evidence from the Canadian healthcare system.

DISCUSSION

Healthcare access

Access to healthcare is central to the performance of health care systems around the world [5]. However, access to healthcare remains a complex notion as different authors describe it
differently [6, 7]. As explained by Levesque et al. (2013), the term ‘access’ is defined as the use of health care, qualified by need for care [8]. Penchansky (1981) [5] described access in terms of the fit between the characteristics of providers in the health services and the characteristics and expectations of the clients. In this view, access to healthcare is a product of supply factors, such as the location, availability, cost, and appropriateness of services. It is also a product of demand factors, such as the burden of disease and knowledge, attitudes, and skills, self-care practices, past experience with health care, perceived quality of care, health literacy or the ability to pay [9]. Therefore, access can be seen in two separate ways- the physical availability of services (e.g. beds, doctors, nurses) or effective accessibility (e.g. cost, travel times, service levels, waiting times, cultural acceptability) [3]. While it is not easy to collect information on the latter, the term ‘access’ is often used to refer to utilization of service [3]. That is, although various indicators of access might be measured, it is utilization that is observed [10]. Thus, the focus of access studies is mostly related to the rates at which health services are actually used or how satisfactory consumers perceive their care to be, which is often not considered in measures of access [11].

Aday and Andersen suggest that a distinction must be made between ‘having access’ and ‘gaining access’ – the possibility of using a service if required and the actual use of a service [9–11]. Thus, access is viewed from a broader perspective by Levesque (2013) [8] while describing these determinants of access as: 1) approachability of healthcare needs; 2) acceptability of professional values, norms, culture; 3) availability and accommodation relating to geographic location and appointment mechanisms; 4) affordability such as the direct, indirect and opportunity costs involved; 5) appropriateness regarding interpersonal quality and coordination. Through these approaches, patients go through various stages to access services and is therefore defined heavily as an attribute of services, thereby making it to be more patient-centred [12].
Although Aday and Anderson described access in terms of ‘utilization of services’, for Canada Health Act (CHA) it is mostly related to responding only to needs of health care services [13]. To elucidate, the Federal Government of Canada focuses on utilization mainly in terms of ’necessary hospital and physician services’, meaning that services should be shared to meet the expectations of equal use for equal needs [13]. This implies to equal health coverage, fair distribution of resources throughout the country, and removing geographic and other barriers to access [12]. However, little attention has actually been paid to the distribution of resource needs of healthcare services within populations [14]. Hence, the policies emerging from the CHA are less focused on promoting equal use for equal needs, but more with equal access to services across populations heterogenous in their ability to pay [13]. In a longitudinal study of the National Population Health Survey in Canada, Setia et al. (2011) found that there were unmet healthcare needs among younger men and women, and a significant trend for higher odds of unmet healthcare needs with decreasing income in both these genders [15]. Having a regular doctor increases the ‘potential healthcare access’ and those who have regular doctor are more likely to access care [16]. However, Veugelers (2003) [17] found that specialist services were less used by lower socio-economic groups in Canada, and services are not equitably distributed to this group despite the existence of universal health coverage. Further, the Canadian Institute of Health Information provides series of composite health indicators which focus mainly at the provider level for hospital performance. Consequently, these indicators tend to over-represent inpatient and preventive services, and under-represent ambulatory care and other interventional procedures [1, 2]. Therefore, performance measures for access would have to be more patient-centered and as Donabedian (1972) [18] explained that ‘proof of access is use of service, not
simply the presence of a facility’s presence of a facility”, it can be measured in terms of actual utilization of health care and from the level of satisfaction (e.g., how accessible and service-oriented is the care process).

**Quality of care**

Quality of care is sometimes defined from the patient’s point of view and sometimes from the perspective of the doctor [3]. More inclusive service judgements make quality divided into two separate categories. Service quality is considered in terms of travel and waiting times, interpersonal relationships with the provider such as care, respect and politeness, while clinical quality is related to human inputs such as skills and decision-making, non-human inputs such as equipment and supplies and the production system [3–4, 6].

Considering the United States healthcare system, quality is often associated with price for availing health services. However, the United States, while having the world’s most expensive health care system, also has poor patient outcomes [19]. In Canada, the increased use of family physician and hospital services in lower socioeconomic groups seem to correspond to the higher healthcare need to utilize services resulting from their poorer health [17]. However, studies in Canada do not explicitly analyse the interactions of these higher needs for healthcare with other explanatory variables such as cost, income, or quality of care [13]. For example, the Commonwealth Fund survey found that 25% of Canadians reported waiting longer than 8 weeks to see a specialist, compared with just 3% in Switzerland and the United States, and between 10% and 20% in most other high-income countries [20]. While this is even more complex when analyzing the health systems country-wide and also within provinces in Canada due to geographic make up or remoteness [21]. Therefore, quality measures in Canada may consider on approaches that would bring better evidence to ensure system performance [22]. Instead of surrogate outcome (e.g., in clinical over-testing or over-medication as indicators of quality
outcome measure), a patient-centeredness approach (e.g., outcomes that reflect on experiences and satisfaction) or instead of binary (cut-off) thresholds of risk (e.g., blood pressure or haemoglobin A1c) a more continuous measures of risk (e.g., use of Global Outcome Scores for aggregates risk measures) would be more feasible in quality improvement in healthcare [22]. Quality measures should also focus on meaningful health outcomes in Canada as well, and measures that address social determinants, multimorbidity or individualized care should be some thoughtful approaches as they may provide broader knowledge on quality of care from individual perspectives [23]. For example, Self-Assessed Health (SAH) status or self-reported health questionnaire focus on perceived health status of a patient and are often included in general socio-economic and health surveys which is a measure of socio-economic inequalities in health, and also reflect on quality of health outcomes [1, 24, 25]. Hence, even for a system that is efficient in producing quality, the question remains how much quality and along what dimensions will maximize society's ability to achieve its overall health goals.

**Healthcare service efficiency**

The concept of efficiency is usually applied when considering the relative performance of organizations within a health system. Health care system efficiency is categorised as how services are produced and what services are produced [3]. The first of these is the technical efficiency, referring to a situation in which a good or a service is produced at minimum cost. For example, is the cost-per-day at the hospital as low as possible or are as many patients are being treated within a given budget? [3]. The second form of efficiency is allocative efficiency, which refers to the maximum level of output that can be produced assuming the cheapest mix of inputs within a limited budget. For example, whether a set of outputs can maximise patient satisfaction [1]. Thus, in health systems it is often common to ask whether a particular set of services is
maximising health status gains. If output growth increases than the inputs in health care, it is then a sign of improved productivity as efficiency increases [3].

The annual spending in Canadian health care system in 2013 was 11.2% in comparison to 7% in 1975 while many key indicators have improved the health status at a faster pace in this time period [26, 27]. With increased health expenditure a recent public survey by Environics Research in 2011 placed more priority on efficiency for health systems reform in Canada [26]. However, to date, and as explained by the Ontario Ministry of Finance, little or no attempt has been made to measure systematically what expenditures buy in the Canadian healthcare system, nor to identify factors associated with higher levels of efficiency and have limited influence on decision-makers for strong health system reforms [26, 28, 29]. Moreover, variations in the population health of regions may explain variations in the efficiency, as different health researchers use different output indicators (e.g., potential years of life lost or disability adjusted life years) as measures for the inputs given (such as, dollar value spent on major components in healthcare in Canada like physician payment, pharmaceutical spending, cost of residential facilities and community care) [26]. As few international studies included Canada in a comparative analysis for health care efficiency, a recent OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) study found the level of health system inefficiency in Canada to be 20% [28]. We agree with Allin et al. (2015) who confirmed that, the focus should be in investments towards primary care rather than specialized care, thereby increasing healthcare efficiency and equity for the lower income brackets [26]. Thus, we think a diversity of interventions on healthcare services, health promotion and disease prevention, and broader determinants of health is required to improve efficiency [21, 22, 26]. For a healthcare system, the efficiency is determined as whether technical and allocative efficiency allows a society to reach its minimum health goals. Therefore, as
studies suggest, increasing efficiency can actually advance equity by making health care less costly to reach equity objectives [3].

*The way forward*

In Canada, the national family expenditure surveys between 1964 and 1982 showed that in terms of dollar value and as a share of total income, the rich in comparison to the poor spent more on health care and in 1964 the affluent families spent 4.5 times more on healthcare [30]. While although this ratio dropped in 1982, the relative burden remained consistently higher for the lower income population than for the rich, as majority of the family income was spent on out-of-pocket payment expenses, such as, dental care, drugs and other appliances [30, 31]. Further, national health insurance in Canada has done little to modify the long-term regressive trends in the purchasing of uninsured health care services [17].

As we mentioned earlier, for equity or fairness to be a central objective of health systems, it is frequently observed that physicians and provider organizations treat patients with significant differences in their severity of disease, socio-economic status, behaviours related to health and patterns of compliance with treatment recommendations [1]. These differences make it difficult to draw direct performance comparisons and pose considerable challenges for developing accurate performance measures [1]. Hence, moving forward, our question remains as what improvements in health-sector performance are most important for all consumers which, according to Levesque et al. (2013), is the combination of characteristics of services, providers and systems that are aligned with people, and community capabilities [3, 8]. In terms of quality of care, clinicians and organizations often try ‘gaming the system’ i.e. providing disproportionate care to patients who are barely in the ‘wrong’ end of their treatment line [22]. For example, performing over-testing such as repeated colon cancer screening; or overmedication such as, use
of anti-hyperglycemic medications but not metformin to reduce HgbA1c levels in type 2 diabetes, despite limited evidence of benefit [22]. Thus, as mentioned by Mechanic (2006) [32], it is often the physicians rather than the consumers who make the decision of what services should be purchased. Therefore, another way forward is to give importance towards patient-centeredness such as, patient satisfaction should be ensured in quality measures as it evaluates the ‘success’ of the medical services in achieving their curative and caring objectives [9, 22].

At times performance assessment of allocative efficiency focus on treating patients with their willingness to pay to specific kind of treatment. However, the cost-effectiveness to care will diminish as cost per case increases. Then rather than a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ issue of a specific intervention, such as dialysis treatment, the question then remains as, for ‘how long’ will a dialysis treatment be given and to which patient [3]. Thus, one way of further shaping performance assessment should be by creating ‘ethical benchmarking’, meaning comparing national performance (variables like access, quality and efficiency) with various standards to see where performance in healthcare is inadequate and potentially improvable [3]. As the populations have now become more diverse in recent years, fulfilling the priorities of regions and special cultural and national groups in Canada has become the dominant issue on the national legislative agenda [31].

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, although indicators are available for performance assessment in health systems, there is always a need to understand the variabilities in supply and demand side factors and its influence in patients’ characteristics. To our understanding, there still remains lack of information on the causes of inequities in access to healthcare which continues to pose challenge in policy-directives. This maybe a fact that causes are multifaceted, and that a single attributable factor
(e.g., social class) is hard to acknowledge. However, we understand from evidence that by focusing more on the principles of patient-centeredness and evidence-based interventions on self-assessed healthcare needs, possible concerns of misusing health system performance may be minimised. In sum, healthcare performance measures like access to care, efficiency and quality of care in Canada should also focus on assessing overall productivity in care outcomes and on improving quality of life of patients. Furthermore, we believe healthcare delivery in Canada can be addressed in ways which are policy-informing, and by considering the variations in utilization in healthcare it is imperative that the policy variable of interest should earnestly focus on the case of population characteristics and on their particular healthcare needs.
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